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Tuning assembly structures of hard shapes in confine-
ment via interface curvature

Rachael S. Skye,a Erin G. Teich,b and Julia Dshemuchadse∗a

Assembly in confinement is a problem of great interest in colloidal structure design, plasmonics,
photonics, and industrial packaging. Along with the range of design choices provided by particle
shape and attraction or repulsion, confined systems add an additional layer of complexity through
the interactions between particles and the container holding them. The range of possible behaviors
produced by these systems remains largely unexplored, yet has profound consequences on the resultant
assembled structure. Here, we address this problem by exploring how the assembly of hard tetrahedral
particles is affected by a spherical container. We simulate particle assemblies in containers holding
4 to 10,000 particles and analyze the range of resultant structures. We find that the presence of a
curved wall causes organization into distinct concentric shells in containers holding up to thousands
of particles. In addition, we see that wall curvature affects structural motifs in systems as large as
10,000 particles, promoting local environments that maximally conform to the wall and providing a
seed for the propagation of these motifs into the interior of the container. Through this work, we
show how confining interfaces can be used to promote the assembly of structures markedly distinct
from those seen in the more commonly studied bulk systems.

1 Introduction
The dense packing of shapes is an age-old optimization prob-
lem.1–4 Given a particular shape—sphere, cube, etc.—into what
structure can it be expected to pack? In recent years, advances
in computational techniques have allowed researchers to explore
the dense packings of a myriad of shapes.5–7 In addition, experi-
mental techniques have realized a diverse array of shapes in par-
ticle synthesis, including tetrahedral silica–polystyrene core-shell
particles,8 supramolecular tetrahedral assemblies,9 and faceted
metal10 or semiconductor nanoparticles.11

The majority of these studies assume a bulk crystal of near-
infinite size. However, a less-explored question is: what happens
if the crystal is not infinite? Previous studies have focused on
the assembly of spheres in spherical containers12–15 or other ge-
ometries,16–18 and only more recently has the focus extended to
polyhedra.19–21 Researchers have developed techniques to exper-
imentally realize spherical assemblies of colloidal particles on the
mesoscale, for example through evaporating emulsion droplets
in a suspension.14,21–25 Such assemblies allow control over the
number of particles in the container. Several studies have also ex-
plored other geometries, including polyhedra confined between
flat walls,26–28 within cylinders,29 or on the surface of cylinders
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and curved interfaces.30

Thus far, only a limited sampling of anisotropic particles has
been investigated, such that we still lack a complete understand-
ing of how the diverse particle shapes that we can synthesize will
interact with a confining wall. Here, we address this gap through
studying a family of hard particle shapes in spherical confinement
via Monte Carlo simulations. By focusing our efforts on a single
family, we study how continuous gradations in particle geometry
affect assembly behavior, allowing us to work towards an under-
standing of particle assembly that does not rely on individually
simulating every possible geometry. We have chosen to focus
on an experimentally relevant class of shapes, vertex-truncated
tetrahedra,9,11,31 which exhibit a wide array of behaviors. The
hard Platonic tetrahedron assembles a dodecagonal quasicrys-
tal32—the first observation of a quasicrystal formed only from
hard interactions. Truncated tetrahedra assemble several struc-
ture types, among them diamond,33 a structure of great interest
on the mesoscale because of its potential to exhibit a full, three-
dimensional photonic band gap in the visible-light regime.34

Through studying the behavior of this shape family, we contribute
towards an understanding of how the geometry of particles inter-
acts with the geometry of the container in which those particles
are assembled.

2 Methods
Simulations were performed using the Hard-Particle Monte Carlo
(HPMC) algorithm implemented in the HOOMD-blue software
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package.35–38 Data management was supported by the signac
data management framework,39–41 analysis of the final structures
was performed using the freud package,42,43 and visualizations
were created using OVITO44,45 and Plato.46

This study focuses on hard particles; that is, particles which
only interact via volume exclusion. Hard particles crystallize with
increasing pressure and their interactions are dominated by en-
tropic effects.5,47–49 To explore the effects of confinement and
wall curvature on particle assembly and interparticle motifs, we
use a continually shrinking, hard-walled spherical container. Fol-
lowing the protocol established by Teich et al.,19 particles were
initialized on a random grid at low pressures and compressed in
an NPT ensemble, and the final quenched structures were ana-
lyzed. The pressure was increased from βP = 0.1 to βP = 100
over 107 Monte Carlo (MC) steps, where β = 1/kBT . In trial runs,
it was confirmed that changes in packing fraction are minimal
for all shapes at pressures well below this final value. One MC
step in HOOMD-blue is defined as 4 attempts to move each par-
ticle. In order to explore the effects of container size and curva-
ture at equal pressure, the number of particles in the container
is increased for consecutive simulations. This simulation protocol
uses small Monte Carlo step sizes to approximate the kinetics of
hard particle systems under increasing pressure.50 Assembly oc-
curs en route to a final, high pressure value, allowing us to study
the resultant structure. This quenched structure is usually distinct
from the densest packed structure, in particular for large systems.

Additionally, simulations with periodic boundary conditions
were performed to compare confined systems to the bulk. A
slightly different compression procedure is necessary to induce
crystallization in these conditions (and to allow for efficiently
sampling larger system sizes). Bulk simulations contained 4096
particles. In addition to volume changes, we also allowed for
separate Monte Carlo moves in simulation box tilt and aspect ra-
tio. The system was compressed to the crystallization packing
fraction,33 held for 106 steps, and then compressed over a fur-
ther 106 steps to βP = 100. Two types of these simulations were
performed; one which had periodic boundary conditions in three
dimensions, and one with a wall simulating a zero-curvature con-
tainer, with periodic boundaries in two dimensions and a hard
wall in the third. In all simulations, allowable Monte Carlo moves
were particle translations, particle rotations, and box or wall ra-
dius changes, all of which were tuned to an acceptance rate of
0.2.51

In order to explore particle shape space continuously, we sim-
ulated hard tetrahedra with a range of vertex truncations. We
constructed each truncated tetrahedron as the volume bounded
by the intersection of a precise set of four planes with a Platonic
tetrahedron. These planes are normal to the vectors pointing to
each tetrahedron vertex, and are located at distance c from the
origin.6 We then resized the resultant shape to unit volume ac-
cording to a previously outlined normalization procedure.37 In
this way, a tetrahedron can be transitioned smoothly to an octa-
hedron by continually truncating the vertices. The transforma-
tions are characterized by the shape parameter c, which falls in
the range c ∈ [1,3], with c = 3 representing the tetrahedron and
c = 1 the octahedron.6

We sampled this range of c values with ten evenly spaced
points. In addition, three specific shapes were given particular
attention: c = 3, c = 2, and c = 5/3, corresponding to the Platonic
tetrahedron (PT), the space-filling truncated tetrahedron (STT;
which tiles space33), and the Archimedean truncated tetrahedron
(ATT; which has edges all equal in length), respectively. These
truncations also mark different points in the known bulk-phase
behavior: tetrahedra assemble into a dodecagonal quasicrystal,
ATTs into a diamond-type structure, and STTs lie in a region that
tends to form amorphous solids.33 Due to its differing symmetry
(point group m3̄m instead of 4̄3m) and bulk assembly behavior, the
Platonic octahedron at c = 1 was excluded from in-depth analysis
in this study.

3 Results
In our simulations, we observe that the primary feature of
spherically-confined systems is their organization into a series
of concentric shells. Representative samples of the structures
formed by tetrahedra with low and high levels of truncation are
compared in Fig. 1a. At small N, in high-curvature containers,
systems tend towards distinct structures with few variations. As
N increases, the final structure conforms to the spherical wall and
begins to form a spherical shell with a void in the center, where
the vertices cluster. Additional particles are added in the outer
shell, expanding it until the void is large enough to accommodate
a particle in the center.

The development of a core–shell structure can be detected us-
ing the fraction of the container that is filled by particles—the
spherical packing fraction φsphere. As observed in a previous
study,19 φsphere is closely linked to the exact structure of small
clusters, and changes in φsphere show the variability across repli-
cated Monte Carlo simulations. Here we concentrate on the large,
discontinuous change in packing fraction caused by the develop-
ment of a second shell within the system, which is illustrated in
Fig. 1b. The branch at higher packing fraction corresponds to the
evolution of the single-shell state, and the emerging lower branch
corresponds to the two-shell state. The fraction of replicas in each
branch indicates the accessibility of that state. At large-enough
values of N, the single-shell state becomes unfavorable and the
probability of observing it becomes vanishingly small. Fig. 1c
maps the probability of forming a one- vs. a two-shell structure
across shape space. A shape that always forms one-shell struc-
tures is indicated by dark purple, and those that only form the
two-shell structure by yellow. For each shape, we observe a tran-
sition range over a few N in which both structures are possible.
The N-values of this transition decrease with increasing vertex
truncation. For the Platonic tetrahedron, the vertices cluster to
fill the center of the container. As these vertices are truncated,
a void in the center of the container is created and grows. The
two-shell structure forms when this void is large enough that it is
favorable to place a particle in it.

Studying packing fraction is most useful for small numbers of
particles N, where minute differences in structure can have a
large effect on packing fraction. As N increases, different par-
ticle arrangements cannot be distinguished via packing fraction
φsphere, and other methods of structural analysis must be em-
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Fig. 1 Small-N systems of spherically confined truncated tetrahedra. (a) Comparison of example replicas for a range of system sizes, at low truncation
(c = 2.6) and high truncation (c = 1.667). (b) Packing fractions of 50 replicas at small system sizes N = 4 to 40, for c = 2.0. Each replica is represented
by a partially translucent marker, such that stronger color saturation indicates that a structure is more common. The discontinuity around N = 20
indicates the split between one- and two-shell structures. (c) Occurrence of one- vs. two-shell structures across truncations. Purple indicates a system
where all 50 replicas exhibit one-shell structures, and yellow indicates systems that always exhibit two-shell structures. As the tetrahedra become more
truncated (decreasing c), the system size N at which the transition occurs decreases.
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Fig. 2 Container-centered radial distribution functions for hard polyhedra
in spherical confinement (with N = 4 to 200 particles per simulation): (a)
Platonic tetrahedra (PT), (b) space-filling truncated tetrahedra (STT),
and (c) Archimedean truncated tetrahedra (ATT). Color intensity cor-
responds to the number density of particles on a logarithmic scale, dis-
cretized to spherical shells of width 0.08. High-density bands conforming
to the surface of the container dominate the outer shells, and inner shells
grow with them. In each shape, the development of 3 separate shells can
be seen.

ployed. To study the development of layered structures, we use a
variation of the radial distribution function (RDF) that is adapted
to the confined geometries investigated: in this modified RDF,
the center of the spherical container is defined as r = 0, and a his-
togram is calculated which shows the number density of particles
within a spherical shell a distance r from the origin. We average
these histograms over all replicas, which allows us to study the
overall changes in the system with N (and, by proxy, container
radius). In Fig. 2, we show the development of this container-
centered RDF across system sizes N = 4 to 200 for three key
shapes: Platonic tetrahedra (PT), space-filling truncated tetra-
hedra (STT), and Archimedean truncated tetrahedra (ATT). The
development of pronounced shell structures with increasing N is
clear: initially, a second shell develops around N = 20 for each
shape. The two shells then grow outward as N increases, with
high-density shells separated by low-density regions. The devel-
opment of a third shell can also be identified, at around N = 87
for ATTs, N = 112 for STTs, and N = 155 for PTs.

The radial distribution function describes global structural
changes as the container grows. To investigate the behavior of in-
dividual particles in their local environments, different tools are
needed. In systems of anisotropic particles, local motifs can be

quantified via particle–particle misorientation angles—the min-
imum angle that a particle must be rotated in order to match
the orientation of a second, reference particle.52 Different crys-
tal structures exhibit characteristic distributions of misorientation
angles; thus, these distributions can be used to quantify the as-
sembled structures by their local motifs. Systems of tetrahedral
particles can be characterized by two predominant motifs: misori-
entation angles of 90◦ and approximately 70.5◦.53 As is shown
in Fig. 3a, both of these angles correspond to particles that are
aligned facet-to-facet. A 90◦ misorientation features the vertices
of one particle aligned with the edge midpoints of the other, while
a ca. 70.5◦ misorientation corresponds to the vertices of both par-
ticles in alignment with one another. The “anti-aligned” 90◦ mis-
orientation angle is characteristic of the diamond-type structure
formed by highly truncated tetrahedra (e.g., ATT), whereas Pla-
tonic tetrahedra favor the vertex-to-vertex “aligned” motif, which
is characteristic of the dodecagonal quasicrystal that they assem-
ble.

The development of local motifs in spherically-confined assem-
blies with increasing numbers of particles N is mapped in Fig. 3
via three sets of stacked histograms for the three shapes: PTs,
STTs, and ATTs. Here, for each particle we consider the set of
all misorientations with respect to its nearest neighbors, as deter-
mined by a cutoff radius from the particle-to-particle radial distri-
bution function. At small N in high-curvature containers, all trun-
cations favor the aligned motif: the vertices cluster in the center
of the spherical container, maximizing packing density. Tetrahe-
dra, which also favor this motif in the bulk, only show intermit-
tent deviations from this dominant motif as the second shell is
developed around N = 23. As N increases, the decreasing curva-
ture of the container allows tetrahedral particles to assemble into
their locally preferred aligned motif.

STTs exhibit a broader distribution of angles, consistent with
their position in the disordered region of the self-assembly phase
diagram:54 the bulk phase is characterized by a competition
between aligned and anti-aligned local motifs.53 Although the
aligned motif is always dominant in confinement, there is an in-
crease in prevalence of the anti-aligned motif at high numbers of
particles, i.e., in large containers; this motif is less prevalent in
the quenched bulk structure, where the aligned motif dominates.
Even in system sizes of N = 10,000, the container walls influence
the structural behavior of this shape throughout essentially the
entire system (see Fig. 4).

In contrast, spherically confined assemblies of ATTs show a
monotonic transition, from aligned motif dominance in small con-
tainers to anti-aligned dominance in large containers. As for the
STT, the transition is gradual (see Fig. 3), with the prevalence
of the anti-aligned motif increasing and the occurrence of the
aligned motif decreasing as the number of particles—and there-
fore the container size—grows. The evolution from confined to
bulk behavior is a continuous change in the frequency of local
particle environments, rather than an abrupt transition of the en-
tire system, and the transition is not complete at system sizes of
N = 10,000. Each shape displays a signature noticeably distinct
from the bulk. We propose that heterogeneous nucleation is part
of the cause: the presence of walls appears to lower the energy
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Fig. 3 Distribution of misorientation angles for systems in spherical confinement (N = 10 to 10,000) vs. in the bulk. The key misorientations for
assemblies of tetrahedra are (a) the aligned motif at ≈ 70.5◦, and (b) the anti-aligned motif at 90◦. Darker colors represent an increased frequency
of specific misorientations at each N, normalized so that the maximum for each system size is 1. For small numbers N, particles of all three shapes
favored the aligned motif at 70.5◦ with the overall behavior varying strongly with N. (c) For PTs, this motif persists up to large containers. (d)
For STTs, the prevalence of the anti-aligned motif near 90◦ increases with system size, but vanishes in the bulk. (e) For ATTs, the frequency of the
anti-aligned motif increases monotonically with N.
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barrier to assembly. This effect causes the growth of larger and
more ordered crystal grains in systems of ATTs, explaining a nar-
rowing of the misorientation angle peak. However, STTs exhibit
a distinctly different motif in the confined case, which is not ob-
served in the bulk, and whose nucleation seems to be catalyzed
by the container walls.

When observing the split between motifs in the ATTs and STTs,
a natural question occurs: are these motifs segregated into differ-
ent regions of the assembly, or are they evenly distributed across
the container? By visual inspection of a representative sample of a
large system, we can examine the partitioning of motifs. Platonic
tetrahedra exhibit uniformly distributed aligned motifs, and by
N = 10,000 (Fig. 4a,d) the concentric-shell structure is no longer
apparent and the motif distribution is similar to the bulk, with the
wall only influencing the outermost layer of particles.

For STTs and ATTs, a very different pattern emerges: the anti-
aligned motif dominates in distinct layers near the wall, while
the predominance of other motifs grows near the core, and the
concentric shells lose coherency. Each surface layer corresponds
approximately to a section of the {111}-oriented layer of the
diamond-type structure assembled by ATTs in the bulk, but with
the motifs curved slightly to accommodate the wall. The layers
are incommensurate with each other, due to the decreasing cur-
vature towards the center of the container, preventing the de-
velopment of a robust diamond-type structure throughout. Near
the center, each shape adopts its bulk structure, with ATTs form-
ing small grains of diamond-type structure that grow into larger
wedge-shaped grains. This assembly is approximately icosahe-
drally twinned, as has been reported previously in assemblies of
confined spheres.24 This similarity is due to the fact that the di-
amond crystal structure preferred by ATTs corresponds to ABC
stackings of dense-packed layers (two-dimensional dense pack-
ings of spheres on a triangular tiling vs. layers of alternately ori-
ented ATTs, each on a triangular tiling), equivalent to the local
environments of particles arranged in a Laves phase-type struc-
ture.55 These layers can form twinned stacking faults (e.g., ABA
instead of ABC) without disrupting the dense packing. STTs ap-
pear to form a similar structure near the surface for ca. three lay-
ers, but near the center of the container the diamond-like layering
is disrupted and the aligned motif dominates instead.

From these observations, we can hypothesize that the presence
of a wall that is nearly flat—compared with the particle size—
promotes the anti-aligned motif. To investigate this, we simulated
the theoretical zero-curvature case: if the container were to be ex-
panded to infinite size, the walls would become completely flat.
We therefore performed simulations in a cubic box with parallel
flat walls on two opposite boundaries, with the other two spa-
tial directions simulated with periodic boundary conditions (see
Fig. 5). Here, STTs form strong, distinct layers of a diamond-type
structure, which is not observed in the bulk on the time scale of
our simulations. While a crystal related to diamond is the most
densely packed structure for STTs at high pressures,33 it is all
but inaccessible at moderate pressures,53 where the assembly be-
comes frustrated prior to reaching the densest-packed structure.
Through these simulations, we see that the presence of walls en-
courages a structure that is markedly different from that seen in

the bulk. The diamond-type crystals formed in contact with flat
walls have their {111} plane aligned with that wall, just as the
{111} plane aligns with the surface of spherical containers. Here,
the presence of a zero-curvature wall allows the structure to co-
herently propagate throughout the container. Intriguingly, simi-
lar behavior has been observed experimentally in spherically con-
fined cubic particles.21 For these particles, as in the simulations
here, a confining spherical wall causes the structure to separate
into a bulk-like core and a surface layer curved such that a flat
polyhedral facet stays aligned with the wall. Here, we extend that
observation to propose that under certain conditions, this surface
layer may actually be able to stimulate the formation of a new
structure, distinct from the unconfined bulk.

By calculating the fraction of different particle neighborhoods
across different system sizes and confinement geometries, as well
as different particle shapes, these observations can be quantified.
Figure 6 illustrates the fractions of particle neighborhoods that
are of the anti-aligned type (see Fig. 6a) and aligned type (see
Fig. 6b) for a range of truncations. Note that here truncations
of c < 1.4 are excluded, as they assemble a different phase with
local motifs that are distinct from those contrasted here.54 For
spherical confinement, the prevalence of anti-aligned motifs in-
creases with container size for c ≤ 2.0, and correspondingly the
prevalence of aligned motifs decreases. The anti-aligned motif is
most common in the flat-walled case for these shapes, with the
quenched bulk showing a decreased prevalence. The change is
most pronounced for STTs at c = 2.0, for which the bulk system
is dominated by the aligned motif, but in the presence of a hard,
flat wall is dominated by the anti-aligned motif. For all shapes
that assemble a diamond-type structure, the flat wall increases
the degree of crystalline order and therefore the prevalence of
anti-aligned motifs. Correspondingly, aligned motif prevalence
for these shapes is suppressed and reaches a minimum between
flat walls. By contrast, the frequency of the aligned motif in-
creases slightly with system size in large containers for c > 2.0,
but does not peak in the flat-walled case; instead, these shapes
behave nearly identically to the unconfined bulk and in very large
spherical containers.

4 Discussion
The primary distinguishing feature of spherically-confined hard-
particle systems of truncated tetrahedra is the number of layers of
particles that fit between the center of the container and its outer
boundary. The distinct organization into concentric shells drives
the structure towards local motifs that conform to the container
wall.

While Platonic tetrahedra do not exhibit a transition between
small-N and bulk behavior, owing to the fact that the same lo-
cal motif dominates both types of systems, the other investigated
shapes exhibit a gradual transition between different structural
behaviors as the curvature of the container changes. At small
numbers of particles—and therefore small containers with large
curvatures—the aligned motif is favored, while at large parti-
cle numbers—with larger containers and smaller curvatures—the
developing shell structures increasingly exhibit anti-aligned local
motifs in highly-truncated particles.
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sections ((a,d) PTs, (b,e) STTs, and (c,f) ATTs). Coloration corresponds to the local particle environments: shades of blue represent predominantly
aligned environments (70.5◦) and shades of orange correspond to predominantly anti-aligned environments (90◦). Deeper colors indicate that an
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this motif continues towards the interior (f), but for STTs the layering breaks down, and near the center of the container the aligned motif dominates
(e).
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This phenomenon can be understood through the relationship
between the curvature of the container and the particle arrange-
ments. The aligned motif assembles into pentagonal bipyramids
in which the large facet of each particle is at an angle to its neigh-
bors (approximately 39◦ in the ideal motif for ATTs). The anti-
aligned motif, conversely, has each large facet of the particles
meeting its neighbor to form a flat plane; this forms the {111}
plane in the diamond-type structure. We propose that the aligned
motif is thus better suited to conforming to a curved surface, caus-
ing it to be favored near high-curvature walls. In small containers,
clustered vertices fill the interior, maximizing packing density. On
the other hand, in containers with a small curvature relative to
the particle size, the flat plane of the anti-aligned motif can more
easily pack along the surface. The motif imposed by the wall then
seeds the growth of the assembled structure toward the center of
the container.

Assembly in a container with flat walls promotes the growth
of large, well-ordered crystals for ATTs (see Fig. 5). Additionally,
for shapes such as STTs, which do not normally assemble ordered
structures, we see that the presence of a flat wall induces the
formation of a diamond-type crystal. This crystal spans the sim-
ulation box, significantly larger than any type of order we have
observed in the bulk for this particle shape. Additionally, this
method induces a reproducible texture in the crystal grain orien-
tation. It is interesting to note that a previous study was simi-
larly able to induce crystallization via “doping” the system with
particles constrained in anti-aligned dimers that seed the corre-
sponding structure locally.53 Here, we show that there exists a
different mechanism of affecting assembly with a global change,
rather than a local one, and which provides an additional level
of control over particle and grain orientations. This observation
provides a potential pathway for structural selection in colloidal
particles. By choosing an appropriate container, it appears to be
possible to promote the growth of large, well-ordered crystals,
even in systems of particles that do not typically assemble or-
dered structures. Conversely, if a disordered system is preferred
for functional reasons, we suggest that container walls incom-
patible with the structure can frustrate crystallization, and can
potentially propagate disorder throughout the system if the con-
tainer size is chosen appropriately.

5 Conclusions
The properties of a material—in particular optical properties—
can be very sensitive to the arrangement of particles with respect
to their local environment, disorder, and filling fraction.56–58 We
show that the effect of container curvature on the local particle
motifs in confined assemblies of hard tetrahedral shapes provides
a mechanism for tuning the assembled structure relative to bulk
materials.

The same particle can exhibit different local environments de-
pending on the container in which it is confined during assembly,
providing opportunities for controlling the assembled structure
and function. In large systems, a container can “pattern” particle
assemblies, causing the surface structure to be notably different
from the interior, as well as from an unconfined bulk system. In-
terestingly, this observation that the system tends to order from

the surface inwards is corroborated in some experimental studies
of hard particles,16,21,24 but reversed in others.25 While this phe-
nomenon is not explored in detail here, the potential difference
in assembly pathways provokes a need for future study.

In this study the containers fluctuate, allowing them to adapt
to the structure being assembled. In contrast, other studies fix
the container size and study how the structure changes as the
container size is varied—as opposed to varying the particle num-
ber.26 In the fixed case, the structures observed depend on the
mismatch between the periodicity of the target structure and the
container, and can enforce new structures to fill that container.
Here, we see a similar result—the assembly of structures not seen
in an infinite system—but with slightly different boundary condi-
tions and system parameters.

Our findings have implications for assembly mechanisms for
core–shell-type particles, which have different properties on the
surface and in the interior. In addition, precise control of colloidal
particle size and geometry is a difficult task; here we show that
particles with a shape that does not typically self-assemble into
ordered crystals can be induced to do so through contact with an
appropriate confining wall, potentially providing a route for the
directed assembly of crystals from non-ideal constituents.

Future work will explore confinement geometries beyond those
investigated in this study, as well as the interactions of this geom-
etry with a wider selection of particle shapes. We have shown that
the influence of the container holding a dense assembly cannot be
discounted. It is critical to study the influence of container cur-
vature on the wide array of common particle shapes that feature
varying interparticle facet arrangements and local environments
to make the most use of our toolkit in directed structure assembly.
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